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OUTLINEOUTLINE
The Hubble parameterThe Hubble parameter
After these lectures, you should be able to:After these lectures, you should be able to:
•• Define the Hubble parameter HDefine the Hubble parameter H
•• Sketch a(t) for k>0, k=0, k<0 assumingSketch a(t) for k>0, k=0, k<0 assuming ΛΛ=0=0
•• DefineDefine ρρcc and comment on its valueand comment on its value
•• DefineDefine ΩΩmm,, ΩΩΛΛ,, ΩΩKK
•• Rearrange theRearrange the FriedmannFriedmann eqneqn in terms of H,in terms of H, ΩΩmm,, ΩΩΛΛ andand ΩΩKK

h hh h•• Show thatShow that ΩΩKK = 1= 1 -- ΩΩmm -- ΩΩΛΛ
•• Derive and discuss a(t),Derive and discuss a(t), adotadot(t),(t), addotaddot(t) if(t) if ΩΩmm=1,=1, ΩΩKK=0=0
•• Derive and discuss a(t),Derive and discuss a(t), adotadot(t),(t), addotaddot(t) for a radiation dominated(t) for a radiation dominated

universeuniverse
•• Sketch a(t) for a mixture of matter and radiationSketch a(t) for a mixture of matter and radiation
•• Sketch a(t) for a matter dominated universe with k.ne.0 butSketch a(t) for a matter dominated universe with k.ne.0 but ΛΛ=0=0
•• Derive a(t) for aDerive a(t) for a ΛΛ dominated universe with k=0dominated universe with k=0
•• Derive the age of anDerive the age of an EdSEdS UniverseUniverse
•• Discuss the effect of a nonDiscuss the effect of a non--zero cosmological constant on the agezero cosmological constant on the age

of the Universeof the Universe
•• Estimate theEstimate the redshiftsredshifts of matterof matter--radiation, matterradiation, matter--DE equalityDE equality



Hubble’s law derivedHubble’s law derived

•• The flow caused by theThe flow caused by the
expansion can be writtenexpansion can be written
as:as:

•• So using again the factSo using again the fact
h ( ) d ih ( ) d ithat r = a(t) x and x is athat r = a(t) x and x is a

coco--moving.moving.
•• Note that H is a constantNote that H is a constant

in space but it is not ain space but it is not a
constant in time.constant in time.

•• The Hubble constant isThe Hubble constant is
the value today. In otherthe value today. In other
times H(z).times H(z).



A new version of the FriedmanA new version of the Friedman
equationequation
•• If we reIf we re--write the Friedmanwrite the Friedman

equation with matterequation with matter
radiation and dark energy.radiation and dark energy.

•• This way we can write downThis way we can write down
a fractional contribution toa fractional contribution to
each component in theeach component in the
Universe.Universe.
–– Omega=rho/rho_cOmega=rho/rho_c
–– Where:Where:

•• Today:Today:
–– OmegaL = 0.75OmegaL = 0.75
–– OmegaM = 0.25OmegaM = 0.25
–– Omega_r ~ 0.0Omega_r ~ 0.0
–– Omgea_k ~ 0.0Omgea_k ~ 0.0



The Standard CDM model of the 80sThe Standard CDM model of the 80s

•• If we take theIf we take the
Friedman equationFriedman equation

•• Assuming only matterAssuming only matter
in the Universe:in the Universe:in the Universe:in the Universe:

•• We have the followingWe have the following
Hubble parameter as aHubble parameter as a
function of timefunction of time

•• The standard CDM hasThe standard CDM has
omega matter equal toomega matter equal to
oneone



Expansion of the universe:Expansion of the universe:



Bouncing Universes:Bouncing Universes:
•• If dark energy is too dominant,If dark energy is too dominant,

the Universe has no big bang.the Universe has no big bang.
•• We can show that in theseWe can show that in these

cases the universe retracts fromcases the universe retracts from
infinity then bounces back to reinfinity then bounces back to re--
expand.expand.

•• This happens if:This happens if:•• This happens if:This happens if:

•• And in these Universes there isAnd in these Universes there is
a maximum redshift given by:a maximum redshift given by:

•• Where coss is cos if the matterWhere coss is cos if the matter
density is bigger than 0.5 anddensity is bigger than 0.5 and
cosh if it is smaller than 0.5cosh if it is smaller than 0.5



The evolution of the redsfhit.The evolution of the redsfhit.
•• Is the redshift a constant inIs the redshift a constant in

time?time?
–– How much does it change?How much does it change?

•• Lets write down it’sLets write down it’s
definition:definition:

•• Substituting the originalSubstituting the originalSubstituting the originalSubstituting the original
definition of the redsfhit wedefinition of the redsfhit we
have:have:

•• This leads to the followingThis leads to the following
general expression:general expression:

•• In the case of a UniverseIn the case of a Universe
with matter only we have:with matter only we have:

•• This leads to the redsfhitThis leads to the redsfhit
evolution being around oneevolution being around one
part in 10^8.part in 10^8.



Age redshift relationAge redshift relation

•• If we write down the FriedmanIf we write down the Friedman
equation:equation:

•• The Friedman equation relatesThe Friedman equation relates
the scale factor to the time.the scale factor to the time.

•• We can rearrange the timeWe can rearrange the time
part and write down anpart and write down an
expression for the time as aexpression for the time as a
function fo the scale factor.function fo the scale factor.

•• This gives the age of theThis gives the age of the
Universe.Universe.



The big crunch?The big crunch?

•• Lets calculate the age of theLets calculate the age of the
Universe if we have an UniverseUniverse if we have an Universe
which is closed and has onlywhich is closed and has only
matter:matter:

•• By writing down a scale factorBy writing down a scale factorBy writing down a scale factorBy writing down a scale factor
derivative we can see that:derivative we can see that:

•• The leads to a maximum scaleThe leads to a maximum scale
factor if the lhs is equal to zero.factor if the lhs is equal to zero.

•• So we have a maximum scaleSo we have a maximum scale
factor if matter density is biggerfactor if matter density is bigger
than one.than one.

•• Given that the expansion isGiven that the expansion is
reversible this means a big crunchreversible this means a big crunch
at twice that scale factor.at twice that scale factor.



Sketch a(t) for k>0, k=0, k<0Sketch a(t) for k>0, k=0, k<0
assumingassuming ΛΛ=0,=0, ρρRR=0=0

•• Late times:Late times:
--k/ak/a22 term dominatesterm dominates

•• k<0k<0

a(t)
k<0

k=0

–– adotadot22 positive alwayspositive always
–– Universe expands foreverUniverse expands forever

•• k>0k>0
–– adotadot becomes zero at some pointbecomes zero at some point
–– Universe stops expandingUniverse stops expanding
–– adotadot imaginaryimaginary →→ cycliccyclic

•• k=0k=0
–– stops expanding at t=infinitystops expanding at t=infinity

•• Analogous to throwing a ball in the air, escape velocity.Analogous to throwing a ball in the air, escape velocity.

k>0





AgeAge--redshift relation andredshift relation and
Dark energyDark energy
•• How does the age of theHow does the age of the

Universe change as aUniverse change as a
function of cosmologicalfunction of cosmological
parameters:parameters:

•• Higher matter densityHigher matter density
–– Smaller age!!!Smaller age!!!

Hi h d kHi h d k•• Higher dark energyHigher dark energy
densitydensity
–– Larger age!!!Larger age!!!

•• First hint that aFirst hint that a
cosmological constant wascosmological constant was
needed.needed.
–– Age of globular clustersAge of globular clusters

•• http://nedwww.ipac.caltechttp://nedwww.ipac.caltec
h.edu/level5/Carroll/frameh.edu/level5/Carroll/frame
s.htmls.html

http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Carroll/frames.html


Explain why decreasingExplain why decreasing ΩΩmm
increases the age of the Universeincreases the age of the Universe
•• Consider two extremes:Consider two extremes:

–– EdSEdS ΩΩmm = 1= 1
aa // tt2/32/3

–– Empty UniverseEmpty Universe ΩΩmm = 0= 0
ΩΩKK=1 a=1 a // ttΩΩKK 1 a1 a // tt

•• Extra matter causes more deceleration, bending a(t) overExtra matter causes more deceleration, bending a(t) over
•• Plot a(t) against tPlot a(t) against t--tt00
•• Constraints:Constraints:

–– a(ta(t00) = 1) = 1
–– adotadot(t(t00) = H) = H00 ((ieie. fixed). fixed)

•• tt00 is smaller foris smaller for EdSEdS
•• Gradual transition asGradual transition as ΩΩmm is varied between modelsis varied between models



Explain why increasingExplain why increasing ΩΩΛΛ
increases the age of the Universeincreases the age of the Universe
•• ΩΩΛΛ causes acceleration at the present daycauses acceleration at the present day
•• AccelerationAcceleration ↔↔ a(t) curving upwardsa(t) curving upwards
•• Consider effect on plot of a(t) versus tConsider effect on plot of a(t) versus t--tt00

–– Tendency to increase the ageTendency to increase the age

•• Consider an extreme case:Consider an extreme case: ΩΩΛΛ=1 model=1 model
–– Age of the Universe is infinite!Age of the Universe is infinite!

•• Could now sketch age as a function ofCould now sketch age as a function of ΩΩmm
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OUTLINEOUTLINE
Distances and Supernovae(Distances and Supernovae(ΛΛ))
After these lectures, you should be able to:After these lectures, you should be able to:
•• Define the integrated coDefine the integrated co--moving distance D and bemoving distance D and be

able to calculate it for simple cosmologiesable to calculate it for simple cosmologies
•• Define the Luminosity Distance DDefine the Luminosity Distance DLLDefine the Luminosity Distance DDefine the Luminosity Distance DLL

•• Write down DWrite down DLL in terms of D and justify qualitativelyin terms of D and justify qualitatively
•• Explain what is meant by the term “standard candle”Explain what is meant by the term “standard candle”
•• Discuss Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) as standardDiscuss Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) as standard

candlescandles
•• Discuss constraints on DDiscuss constraints on DLL andand ΩΩmm andand ΩΩΛΛ from SNIafrom SNIa
•• Comment on the future prospectsComment on the future prospects



The Luminosity Distance DThe Luminosity Distance DLL
•• Effective distance DEffective distance DLL to an objectto an object

–– such that flux S received by us obeyssuch that flux S received by us obeys
–– S = L / (4S = L / (4 ππ DDLL

22))
–– L= luminosity of the objectL= luminosity of the object

•• Why wouldn’t DWhy wouldn’t DLL = actual distance?= actual distance?
–– Curved geometryCurved geometry
–– Expanding universeExpanding universe

•• Long derivation gives: DLong derivation gives: DLL = D (1+z)= D (1+z)

•• Can think of this as a modification cf DCan think of this as a modification cf DLL=D, where S is=D, where S is
reduced on two counts:reduced on two counts:
–– Photons lose energyPhotons lose energy // (1+z)(1+z)
–– and arrive less frequentlyand arrive less frequently // (1+z)(1+z)



Type Ia SupernovaeType Ia Supernovae
• Exploding star, briefly as bright as an entire galaxy
• Characterized by no Hydrogen, but with Silicon
• Gains mass from companion until undergoes
thermonuclear runaway

Standard explosion of a WD
reaching the

Chandrasekhar limit



MLCS2k2

Second order correction
in magnitude

Extinction dependence

Fitting lightcurves: 2 methodsFitting lightcurves: 2 methods

Training set of 37 nearby SN

SALT
Aims to fit fluxes instead

Global intensity parameter dL(z)-2

actual peak flux in B
Stretch factor

Model of SN energy per unit of wavelenght

Filter



Placing constraints on cosmology using dataPlacing constraints on cosmology using data

•• Try all different values for cosmologicalTry all different values for cosmological

parametersparameters

–– e.g.e.g. ΩΩΛΛ=0, 0.1, 0.2 ... 1 and=0, 0.1, 0.2 ... 1 and ΩΩmm = 0,0.1,0.2.. 1= 0,0.1,0.2.. 1

C di ti ith b ti t tC di ti ith b ti t t•• Compare predictions with observations to getCompare predictions with observations to get

probability of trial parameter valuesprobability of trial parameter values

–– e.g.e.g. χχ22 statistic with Probability = estatistic with Probability = e--χχ22/2/2

•• Plot contours containing 68%, 95%, (99%)ofPlot contours containing 68%, 95%, (99%)of

probabilityprobability
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Future supernova dataFuture supernova data

•• OngoingOngoing
–– SNFactorySNFactory, measure ~300, measure ~300 SNIaSNIa at z~0.05at z~0.05
–– CFHTLSCFHTLS
–– Carnegie supernova programCarnegie supernova program

•• FutureFuture
–– PanPan--STARRS ~ 2011STARRS ~ 2011
–– Dark Energy Survey (DES) ~2011Dark Energy Survey (DES) ~2011
–– SNAP/JDEMSNAP/JDEM

•• Would measure ~2000Would measure ~2000 SNIaSNIa 0.1<z<1.70.1<z<1.7
•• >2017>2017

–– LSSTLSST
•• >2015>2015





Integrated coIntegrated co--moving distancemoving distance
•• Crops up everywhereCrops up everywhere

–– Often written DOften written D

Why not just ct0 ?
Universe expansion does part
of the work for the light!



Distances: the angular diameterDistances: the angular diameter
distancedistance

•• We define the angular diameterWe define the angular diameter
distance:distance:

•• This is constructed in such aThis is constructed in such a
way as to preserve theway as to preserve theway as to preserve theway as to preserve the
variation of angular size of anvariation of angular size of an
object with its distance.object with its distance.

•• LetLet DpDp be the proper distancebe the proper distance
of a source at r at time t.of a source at r at time t.

•• Then the angular diameterThen the angular diameter
distance is equal to :distance is equal to :

•• Compared to DlCompared to Dl



Distances:Distances:
• We define the comoving

distance D by

• We can define the angular diameter distance Da such that
the transverse distance = Da x dθ:

• And the luminosity distance Dl, such that
F = L /(4πDl

2)

• Pre-factors of a come from the redshift of photons and
their slower arrival rate.



Horizons: Particle and eventHorizons: Particle and event

•• We know that for light weWe know that for light we
have:have:

•• So if we change to coSo if we change to co--movingmoving
coordinates:coordinates:

•• If we calculate the coIf we calculate the co--movingmoving
coordinate travelled by a lightcoordinate travelled by a light--
ray since the beginning of theray since the beginning of theray since the beginning of theray since the beginning of the
Universe to time t.Universe to time t.

•• If we assume a matterIf we assume a matter
dominated Universe we havedominated Universe we have
the scale factor going as t tothe scale factor going as t to
the power of 2/3.the power of 2/3.

•• The event horizon encloses allThe event horizon encloses all
the particles which in principlethe particles which in principle
can be reached.can be reached.



CMB dataCMB data

•• Typical size of the blobs on the CMB?Typical size of the blobs on the CMB?
–– 1 deg1 deg
–– Why?Why?



A characteristic scaleA characteristic scale
exists of ~ 1 degreeexists of ~ 1 degree



Looking back in time in the Universe

FLAT/CLOSED GEOMETRY



Joint constraints…Joint constraints…
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The Volume of the UniverseThe Volume of the Universe

•• If we take the volumeIf we take the volume
element to be:element to be:

•• Or for a opened/closedOr for a opened/closedO o a ope ed/c osedO o a ope ed/c osed
UniverseUniverse

•• The volume can beThe volume can be
related to the Hubblerelated to the Hubble
factor. This allows usfactor. This allows us
to count objects as ato count objects as a
cosmological probe.cosmological probe.



ClustersClusters

•• If we know how many clustersIf we know how many clusters
there are per unit volume wethere are per unit volume we
can use that as well to probecan use that as well to probe
cosmology:cosmology:
Th bl i h t f dTh bl i h t f d•• The problem is how to fundThe problem is how to fund
the number of clusters per unitthe number of clusters per unit
volume.volume.
–– PressPress--Schechter (notSchechter (not

examinable)examinable)
–– NN--body simulations (notbody simulations (not

examinable)examinable)



How to count the number of halosHow to count the number of halos
per volume: Nper volume: N--body simulationsbody simulations



CMB

Supernovae

http://www.physics.upenn.edu/~lverde/cosmmodel.html

Galaxy
surveys
(2dFGRS)



Back to theBack to the anthropicanthropic principle:principle:

•• Votes!Votes!
•• Discussion!Discussion!
•• Is cosmology a science?Is cosmology a science?

•• Is theIs the anthropicanthropic principle valid?principle valid?
•• Cosmology is a science based mainly onCosmology is a science based mainly on

observations we can make from ourobservations we can make from our
statistical Universe…statistical Universe…



END for now!!!END for now!!!
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	OUTLINE�The Hubble parameter
	After these lectures, you should be able to:Define the Hubble parameter HSketch a(t) for k>0, k=0, k<0 assuming =0 Define c and comment on its value Define m, , KRearrange the Friedmann eqn in terms of H, m,  and KShow that K = 1 - m - Derive and discuss a(t), adot(t), addot(t) if m=1, K=0Derive and discuss a(t), adot(t), addot(t) for a radiation dominated universeSketch a(t) for a mixture of matter and radiationSketch a(t) for a matter dominated universe with k.ne.0 but =0Derive a(t) for a  dominated universe with k=0Derive the age of an EdS UniverseDiscuss the effect of a non-zero cosmological constant on the age of the UniverseEstimate the redshifts of matter-radiation, matter-DE equality

	Hubble’s law derived
	The flow caused by the expansion can be written as:So using again the fact that r = a(t) x and x is a co-moving. Note that H is a constant in space but it is not a constant in time. The Hubble constant is the value today. In other times H(z).

	A new version of the Friedman equation
	If we re-write the Friedman equation with matter radiation and dark energy.This way we can write down a fractional contribution to each component in the Universe. Omega=rho/rho_cWhere:Today: OmegaL = 0.75OmegaM = 0.25Omega_r ~ 0.0Omgea_k ~ 0.0

	The Standard CDM model of the 80s
	If we take the Friedman equationAssuming only matter in the Universe:We have the following Hubble parameter as a function of timeThe standard CDM has omega matter equal to one

	Expansion of the universe:
	Bouncing Universes:
	If dark energy is too dominant, the Universe has no big bang.We can show that in these cases the universe retracts from infinity then bounces back to re-expand. This happens if:And in these Universes there is a maximum redshift given by:Where coss is cos if the matter density is bigger than 0.5 and cosh if it is smaller than 0.5

	The evolution of the redsfhit.
	Is the redshift a constant in time?How much does it change?Lets write down it’s definition:Substituting the original definition of the redsfhit we have:This leads to the following general expression:In the case of a Universe with matter only we have:This leads to the redsfhit evolution being around one part in 10^8.

	Age redshift relation
	If we write down the Friedman equation:The Friedman equation relates the scale factor to the time.We can rearrange the time part and write down an expression for the time as a function fo the scale factor.This gives the age of the Universe.

	The big crunch?
	Lets calculate the age of the Universe if we have an Universe which is closed and has only matter:By writing down a scale factor derivative we can see that:The leads to a maximum scale factor if the lhs is equal to zero.So we have a maximum scale factor if matter density is bigger than one.Given that the expansion is reversible this means a big crunch at twice that scale factor.

	Sketch a(t) for k>0, k=0, k<0 assuming =0, R=0
	Late times: -k/a2 term dominatesk<0adot2 positive alwaysUniverse expands foreverk>0adot becomes zero at some pointUniverse stops expanding adot imaginary → cyclick=0stops expanding at t=infinityAnalogous to throwing a ball in the air, escape velocity.

	 
	Age-redshift relation and �Dark energy
	How does the age of the Universe change as a function of cosmological parameters:Higher matter densitySmaller age!!!Higher dark energy densityLarger age!!!First hint that a cosmological constant was needed. Age of globular clustershttp://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/level5/Carroll/frames.html

	Explain why decreasing m increases the age of the Universe
	Consider two extremes:EdS m = 1	a / t2/3Empty Universe m = 0 K=1 a / tExtra matter causes more deceleration, bending a(t) overPlot a(t) against t-t0Constraints:a(t0) = 1adot(t0) = H0 (ie. fixed)t0 is smaller for EdSGradual transition as m is varied between models

	Explain why increasing  increases the age of the Universe
	 causes acceleration at the present dayAcceleration ↔ a(t) curving upwardsConsider effect on plot of a(t) versus t-t0Tendency to increase the ageConsider an extreme case: =1 modelAge of the Universe is infinite!Could now sketch age as a function of m
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	OUTLINE�Distances and Supernovae()
	After these lectures, you should be able to:Define the integrated co-moving distance D and be able to calculate it for simple cosmologiesDefine the Luminosity Distance DLWrite down DL in terms of D and justify qualitativelyExplain what is meant by the term “standard candle” Discuss Type Ia supernovae (SNIa) as standard candlesDiscuss  constraints on DL and m and  from SNIaComment on the future prospects

	The Luminosity Distance DL
	Effective distance DL to an objectsuch that flux S received by us obeysS = L / (4  DL2)L= luminosity of the objectWhy wouldn’t DL = actual distance?Curved geometryExpanding universeLong derivation gives:  DL = D (1+z)Can think of this as a modification cf DL=D, where S is reduced on two counts:Photons lose energy / (1+z)and arrive less frequently / (1+z)

	Type Ia Supernovae
	Exploding star, briefly as bright as an entire galaxy Characterized by no Hydrogen, but with Silicon Gains mass from companion until undergoes  thermonuclear runaway

	Slide
	Placing constraints on cosmology using data
	Try all different values for cosmological parameterse.g. =0, 0.1, 0.2 ... 1 and m = 0,0.1,0.2.. 1Compare predictions with observations to get probability of trial parameter valuese.g. 2 statistic with Probability = e-2/2Plot contours containing 68%, 95%, (99%)of probability

	 
	Latest constraints from SN
	Future supernova data
	OngoingSNFactory, measure ~300 SNIa at z~0.05CFHTLSCarnegie supernova programFuturePan-STARRS ~ 2011Dark Energy Survey (DES)  ~2011SNAP/JDEMWould measure ~2000 SNIa  0.1<z<1.7>2017LSST>2015

	 
	Integrated co-moving distance
	Crops up everywhereOften written D

	Distances: the angular diameter distance
	We define the angular diameter distance:This is constructed in such a way as to preserve the variation of angular size of an object with its distance.Let Dp be the proper distance of a source at r at time t.Then the angular diameter distance is equal to :Compared to Dl

	Distances:
	We define the comoving                                        distance D byWe can define the angular diameter distance Da such that the transverse distance = Da x dθ:And the luminosity distance Dl, such that                                            F = L /(4πDl2)Pre-factors of a come from the redshift of photons and their slower arrival rate.

	Horizons: Particle and event
	We know that for light we have:So if we change to co-moving coordinates:If we calculate the co-moving coordinate travelled by a light-ray since the beginning of the Universe to time t. If we assume a matter dominated Universe we have the scale factor going as t to the power of 2/3.The event horizon encloses all the particles which in principle can be reached.

	CMB data
	Typical size of the blobs on the CMB?1 degWhy?

	A characteristic scale exists of ~ 1 degree
	Slide
	Joint constraints…
	Slide
	The Volume of the Universe
	If we take the volume element to be:Or for a opened/closed UniverseThe volume can be related to the Hubble factor. This allows us to count objects as a cosmological probe.

	Clusters
	If we know how many clusters there are per unit volume we can use that as well to probe cosmology:The problem is how to fund the number of clusters per unit volume.Press-Schechter (not examinable)N-body simulations (not examinable)

	How to count the number of halos per volume: N-body simulations
	 
	Back to the anthropic principle:
	Votes!Discussion!Is cosmology a science?Is the anthropic principle valid?Cosmology is a science based mainly on observations we can make from our statistical Universe…

	END for now!!!

